
WUR of August 2nd, 2015… “Embracing Global Goals, Scope and Action: Becoming Global Actors… Claiming the ‘All’” – Segue
From Antisystemic Movements… To Alice (Dft 13)

–––

[“150802securehappinessglobally.mp3”:]

Today’s show: “Establishing a 'safe' place to plan and express our love: places for the cultivation of soul-sufciency… which 
necessarily means: helping each other get 'big' – the process of reclaiming… sharing… and expanding our original 'selves'…” 
(Part 16)

Folks: I ask your patience with the time it takes for me to get up the show – post the text and the audio – the pressure from 
that 'hidden malevolence' with their toys to dispense the punishment… has increased dramatically… I'll do my best… but 
until there's a few more voices singing with me… it's gonna be that way I guess…

July 28, 2015… Sisters and Brothers: Even if only a whisper exists to speak the soul's torment… there's hope… But how 
much greater is our hope when voices grow…

“Goal not written down is a wish…”? How 'bout: “Wish not spoken out loud… but left to languish in our gut… grows 
sour… becomes poisonous…”?

…and can thought develop without authentic voice… do they not go hand-in-hand?

Voice gets silenced early in a 'class' system… because… as Alice will be pointing out this week… we cannot risk losing the love
of our parents. I'm sure I'm not the only one to have noticed how that early initial fear of 'not being loved' creates the frame…
the emotional root of a lot of fear that we experience around rejection throughout our lives… Imagine a world in which there 
is no early fear which becomes the pattern for our lives… but rather security… which is what we deserve… and what we're 
going to give to each other… we need each other to do that… to give that gift…

Reclaiming voice literally means detaching… separating… from 'the Master': the voice of 'Authority'… in whatever guise… 
manifestation… it exists…

…in voicing… as we are… the suppressed thoughts… we open many doors… private and public. 'Voice' – expression of the 
authentic 'self' – is the way in because that is what was suppressed in our origins… at the beginning of our indoctrination… 
into 'class'…

So in claiming our voices… we're going back and un-doing… unraveling… the web of deceit would-be 'rulers' weave. Tis is 
called 'self-creation'… or 'self-re-gathering'… 're-composition'… through invitation…

…this makes us happy – and as we have those discussions and that becomes clear… it has big implications for what we're 
willing to accept… and how we defne and claim that right to pursue happiness…

And because suppressed thoughts by defnition can only be voiced by others… we need each other to do it… help each other 
remember our initial freedom and our reaction to its suppression…

…and ultimately we need to be 'we-the-people' to secure it… secure freedom in the concrete for every human being… 
beginning right here in the U.S. (we do have that right to pursue happiness… let's use that advantage…) and then by 
extension globally… across 'nation' (we initiate that Gramsci's 'wave' we've been talking about in recent shows…) across 
'class'… it is only as a global-people that we can stand up to organized global-'power'.

Te strategy of a… U.S.- initially… and global-ultimately… General Strike (i.e. a direct focus on 'work'… on human energy 
globally… – the 'outer' [referring to that Emily Dickinson poem we've been using as a 'key' almost to explain everything – 
“the outer from the inner derives its magnitude…”]) must be paired (otherwise the consciousness isn't there to engage in it) 
with 'stemming the tide of the functionaries': 'public voicings of suppressed thoughts ( – the 'inner'…) – and 'voicings' I'm 
using in the big sense of 'self-expression'… using our creativity in whatever way is our natural proclivity… to express the 
suppressed thoughts that we've been identifying throughout the course of these shows: e.g. that we are human beings… not 
'labor'… that we have to reclaim our human energy to be free… that we have to do this together globally… because 'power' is 
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global… How can we stem the tide of the functionaries unless we stimulate the 'longing to know'?… to understand… 
'unaccountable feelings' – that's in all of us… we don't let those early questions go… they may be buried but they're still 
within us and can be stimulated… jump-starting thereby… the thought-process…

If we don't voice each others' torment… and deepest hope… what are we here for?

–––

[“150802systematicplantorule.mp3”:]

Further… what we are now able to see… is that Alice Miller's For Your Own Good: Hidden Cruelty in Child-Rearing and
the Roots of Violence… is the companion piece to Martin Bernal's Black Athena: Te Afroasiatic Roots of Classical
Civilization, Volume 1: Te Fabrication of Ancient Greece 1785 – 1985…

…that a conscious… and horribly systematic and 'efcient'… efort was thought up and implemented to institutionalize the 
quest to realize Plato's 'vision' (the Republic)… by installing it in the minds of the children of 'privilege'.

So… while we… most of us… not seeing this – and certainly not discussing it… have acted as if going up against organized 
global-'power' was something we could make up as we went… “play it by ear…”

…they systematically smash us…

Please listen to these excerpts from earlier shows that address this problem (I posted the “ancient Chinese fable” in several 
places because I think it captures well the key strategy of 'power' for reproducing itself… by which I mean 'continuing their 
vision'… which continuously ensures there is a need for them… and that if you transmit a vision to the children… they 
continue to work on it… which is why it's imperative that we start having our own vision…:

“140525mission.mp3”: “To this day ‘power’ uses Hegel “as fertilizer for totalitarianism’s rapid growth…” so the suckered 
children of ‘privilege’ can be conned into believing they’re fulflling some ‘grand’ ‘historic’ mission – ‘power’ is all about 
conning the next generation. How else can they realize their vision? (Tis is the obsession of ‘power’ of every nation. 
Remember that ancient Chinese fable that we suspected Kissinger found inspiring… which taught that if you transmit a 
vision to the children… it gets done. Which is why it is imperative that we start having our own vision…)” (From the 
May 25, 2014 Waking Up Radio show.)

–––

“130519chinafable.mp3”: “An ancient Chinese fable… Tis is entirely a fable of class…” (From the May 19, 2013 
Waking Up Radio show.)]

…meaning… 'freedom' doesn't require seeding… or bending children to the task of 'realizing'… or weeding out the 
'disobedient'… 'freedom' simply is… when free of suppression… which does mean we must push that boulder called 
'power' of of us… so we can grow straight again.

–––

[“150802deepfalseness.mp3”:]

…'our own vision'… a lot of ancestors of heart have been working on it (and this is not a 'vision' in 'power's sense… this is 
simply allowing what we are to exist…and creating the infrastructure… the physical built-world… the social world that we 
need to allow what we are to exist… to be… to fourish…) we don't have to invent it… Virginia Woolf (in Tree Guineas…) 
and Paul Goodman… articulated it well… thousands of years ago Hesiod gave us its essentials – and a contemporary… Inci 
Stan in Istanbul… provides a vivid in-the-moment description (please listen to this excerpt to hear that description: 
“140427taksim.mp3”: “Resistance Takes Root: Rebellion in Turkey’s Taksim Square” – …more and more of us see… that it 
is force – ‘power’ – itself, and only, that is the source of discord… disharmony and strife… of material and psychic insecurity 
in the world…” (From the April 27, 2014 Waking Up Radio show.)
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But perhaps none thought it out in such clear detail… leaving it for us… we of the present generation… who could realize it 
globally (and it has to be 'global'…) as Petr Kropotkin. Tat's what we could not see earlier… unless you were a Nikola 
Tesla… then you could see that (that is… among those who love their Brothers and Sisters… and want us to have a world 
that's completely honest. I emphasize that point because the more I'm exposed to… what I had not seen before: the degree to 
which this totalitarian vision has installed functionaries throughout our day-to-day lives… I didn't know that going in… And 
now because I'm being the target of a lot of tactics they've used successfully on a lot of folk… and now they're showing them 
to me…

…until I was exposed to the degree to which they have placed their functionaries deep across the world… and certainly the 
U.S. – it's a global system… they use the same tactics…

…until I had seen that… the concern about having a world that's honest for the children… didn't have quite the emotional 
quality… the pull… the sense of urgency… because it's just so horribly orchestrated… and manufactured…  and false – this 
world we're living in…

…that has just become completely… almost shattering to me… to realize the degree to which our lives are false… are 
constructed for us to live in… and that there are people who could actually participate in crafting this falseness… and 
encourage it… and want it to be… is bafing to me… why anyone would not want for the children to have the actual… to 
have an actual true reality to apply their gifts… their intelligence… to – I mean… just the waste of it… the waste of having 
our children apply their intelligence to something that's completely fabricated… it infuriates and saddens and overwhelms… 
all at the same time… we have to deal with this… conditions are pretty critical… I hadn't realized how bad it is… in the sense
of the insinuation of these folks… the fact that they've created the world that we treat as real… is horrible to me.

[“150802kropotkinsgift.mp3”:]

But perhaps none thought it out in such clear detail… leaving it for us… we of the present generation… who could realize it 
globally… as Petr Kropotkin:

For thousands of years in succession, to grow one's food was the burden, almost the curse of mankind. But it need be so 
no more. If you make yourselves the soil, and partly the temperature and the moisture which each crop requires [think: 
'Earthships'… – P.S.], you will see that to grow the yearly food of a family, under rational conditions of culture, requires 
so little labour that it might almost be done as a mere change from other pursuits. If you return to the soil, and co-operate
with your neighbors instead of erecting high walls to conceal yourself from their looks; if you utilise what experiment has 
already taught us, and call to your aid science and technical invention, which never fail to answer to the call – look only at
what they have done for warfare [seriously… – P.S.] – you will be astonished at the facility with which you can bring a 
rich and varied food out of the soil. You will admire the amount of sound knowledge which your children will acquire by 
your side, the rapid growth of their intelligence, and the facility with which they will grasp the laws of Nature, animate 
and inanimate.

Have the factory and the workshop at the gates of your felds and gardens, and work in them. Not those large 
establishments, of course, in which huge masses of metals have to be dealt with and which are better placed at certain 
spots indicated by Nature, but the countless variety of workshops and factories which are required to satisfy the infnite 
diversity of tastes among civilised men. Not those factories in which children lose all the appearance of children in the 
atmosphere of an industrial hell, but those airy and hygienic, and consequently economical [and was he ever on the 
money… prescient… with that word 'economical'… We are now in that very 'uneconomical' time of having enormous 
clean-up costs (from the feeding frenzy of those driven-on by the 'power'-mad global statesmen…) to be pushed onto… 
I'm sure they assumed –  eager to rush us to their totalitarian fantasy – pushed onto the future slaves we were to be… that 
would do the work for free… because we have to eat… and they have all the resources hoarded to make sure that we can 
only do what they tell us to… – P.S.], factories in which human life is of more account than machinery [remember that 
line from Walt Whitman: “…the narrowest hinge in my hand puts to scorn all machinery…” – P.S.] and the making of 
extra profts, of which we already fnd a few samples here and there; factories and workshops into which men, women and 
children will not be driven by hunger, but will be attracted by the desire of fnding an activity suited to their tastes, and 
where, aided by the motor and the machine, they will choose the branch of activity which best suits their inclinations.

Let those factories and workshops be erected, not for making profts by selling shoddy or useless and noxious things… but
to satisfy the unsatisfed needs of [billions… this is a global project… a global unity that allows us to create this… – P.S.]. 
And again, you will be struck to see with what facility and in how short a time your needs of dress and of thousands of 
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articles of luxury can be satisfed, when production is carried on for satisfying real needs rather than for satisfying 
shareholders by high profts, or for pouring gold into the pockets of promoters and bogus directors. [I'm thinking 'UC – 
Berkeley' at the moment… one of its actions… as a small example of this… they are 'developing' prime earth for growing 
food in Albany right now…  Tere are day-to-day horrors of how 'the state' decides for us what we want… We have to 
talk about it… we have to get together with our Brothers and Sisters… we have to start voicing these suppressed thoughts.
So many of us feel the same thing but without the sense of hope that we can… and must… change it… – P.S.] Very soon
you will yourselves feel interested in that work, and you will have occasion to admire in your children their eager desire to 
become acquainted with Nature and its forces, their inquisitive inquiries as to the powers of machinery, and their rapidly 
developing inventive genius.

Such is the future – already possible, already realisable; such is the present – already condemned and about to disappear. 
And what prevents us from turning our backs to this present and from marching towards that future, or, at least, making 
the frst steps towards it, is not the 'failure of science', but frst of all our crass cupidity – the cupidity of the man who 
killed the hen that was laying golden eggs – and then our laziness of mind – that mental cowardice so carefully nurtured 
in the past. [Of course… I would argue that what prevents… and has prevented us for centuries… from 'marching 
towards that future' that we all want… is hidden-'power'… an active… damaged… organized… group-intelligence… 
and… I have to say this again… it is so dismaying to me that it seems that it is only this journey into the darkness that 
they have revealed to me in becoming their target… that folks really get that it is a very organized and 'group'-intelligence 
– Alice has shown us that they have this child-rearing regimen which does not allow the functionaries to have access to 
their memories of initial horror at what was done to them… So they do… in fact… behave robotically… obeying without
question… And the vast majority of folks who hear me say this probably think: “she's been delving into this problem of 
'work' a little too long… she needs to just kick back and smell the roses…” I wrack my brains every single moment trying 
to fgure out some way to convey to those who are not privy because they have not gone through this very intense… 
lengthy process that I have gone through in proceeding down this path of insisting on speaking what I see… what I've 
learned from the ancestors… it has been a six-year-long-plus journey that I'm asking folks to accept my conclusions or 
what I've seen on trust…and how does one do that?… I don't know… but I need to get with some other folk… is for 
sure… for sure… – P.S.]” (Petr Kropotkin, Fields, Factories, and Workshops, written around 1889)

[“150802ournewstrategy.mp3”:]

What Kropotkin is doing here…

…as did Paul Goodman a few shows back when he addressed students on the common-sense – and they immediately 
gravitated to it because our bodies know “that's true… that's what I want…” – the common-sense of decentralization… and 
the craziness of this intense hierarchical organization – it works for the 'power'-guys but not for nobody else – the common-
sense for the advancement of our happiness… of de-centralization… of working together… freely…

…is voicing suppressed thoughts: the soul's deepest hope… and torment – our longing for good fellowship… and our daily 
horror at its violation.

We are here to synthesize and advance our ancestors' gifts… – all the more pressing a task… because we're stuck in a 
misinformed story called 'class' (and if you haven't checked it out already… I hope you'll take the time to watch the video that
my son put together of Te Talking Tree – it's an allegory and children's story with precisely this theme: we are stuck in a 
story called 'class'…)

To synthesize and advance Kropotkin's gift we have to add Alice Miller… Karl Popper… Martin Bernal… and world-systems 
analysis… and then add the subsequent synthesis and analysis… that leads incontrovertibly to the fact that 'power's got a 
plan… global totalitarianism… advancement toward which they've made systematic.

But before looking at that… we should go back to the “misinformed story of 'class'…” and consider what we've learned from 
Alice: that the denial of an authentic 'self' necessarily means the suppression of 'thought' itself…

…what else – given our inventiveness as a family of beings – can being stuck in a story mean?… but the atrophy of thought in 
those tiny few obsessed with 'rule'… and… to the degree we let them lead… in we ourselves too.
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How to avoid repeating the mistakes of the past? (in seeking global human freedom…) when 'power' was able to sucker us 
with 'division'… parading its bufers before our woundedness… provoking the need to revenge ourselves on them… Tis 
continues into the present. Tis is called getting suckered again.

For example: in a recent Slingshot (a local anarchist newspaper…) someone wrote in to the new 'advice' columnist… asking if 
it would be wrong to accept a donation of bicycle parts from a U.S. Marshal… a functionary of the state…

…the question… and response… evinced deep confusion… about how we are conquered… and how we get free.

We have been taught… here in the U.S… to live in our minds… pretend we live in a 'democracy'… pretend the state is not 
ruthless with 'its' 'citizens'… pretend there's not this 'shadow-state' that operates behind-scenes… exists to contain us… this 
global-shadow-state… as well as the ofcial ones… pretend we have 'free speech'… pretend we're 'free'…

…but our bodies know diferently…

To get free… said our Good Tree… we need a new strategy… one which faces reality: the reality that we have a global 
interstate system… that we are contained within it… and must join hands across it… across nation… the fact that we are 
facing an organized opponent… whose plans and acts are strategic… that ours must be no less so… if we want… after 
centuries of always being returned to 'masters' after our escape-attempts… if we want our plans to fnally meet with success…

…and that… adding in Alice… we have to face the fact… that there is a 'state-in-us'… understanding of which is key… to 
seeing what our new strategy must be.

Our new strategy ties 'child-rearing'… to 'voice'… to 'global-action'… to 'de-centralization'…

What Alice is saying… is that we have to look at our need (under 'class'…) to revenge ourselves on others… be they police… 
our children… or our fathers.

Tey – the 'power'-guys who set us up for confusion… for reproducing their own deep confusion…

(…recall what Alice said… children raised by these poisonous child-rearing methods cannot remember the sufering they 
experienced… what was done to them… Tis means… among other things… that they cannot be afected by 'new 
information' or 'education' alone… but only by our voicing their suppressed feelings…) –

…they are ten thousand…

…we are seven billion (if we face that 'state-in-us' so we aren't on their side of the equation…)

Tose numbers are defnitive for establishing the conditions that allow our freedom to live… once we start talking about what 
we want – armed with the new understanding that we have the technology… and a strategy… based in our analysis… for 
getting free… globally…

–––

[“150802ongoingnightmare.mp3”:]

[Today’s reading: we continue the chapter “Poisonous Pedagogy” in… Alice Miller's For Your Own Good… When we left 
of… we were hearing from some of the 'child-rearing pedagogues': their recommendations for the complete suppression of 
feelings in children… It is not by accident that we have such extreme misanthropes at the helm… – P.S.]

–––

It is rarely useful and often harmful for you to give them [children] reasons why you are not granting their wishes. Even when 
you are willing to do what they desire, accustom them now and again to postponement, to being satisfed with just part of 
what they want, and to accepting gratefully a boon other than the one they requested. Divert a desire you must oppose, either 
through some activity or by satisfying a diferent one. In the midst of eating, drinking, or playing, tell them from time to time 
with friendly gravity to interrupt their enjoyment for a few minutes and undertake something diferent. [Can you imagine if 
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someone did that to you… Tese folks never heard of the 'golden rule'… what about that?… in this Bible they use to beat the 
children over the head with?… – P.S.] Fulfll no request you have once denied. Seek to satisfy children with a frequent 
“perhaps.” [Doesn't that sound 'regal'?… doesn't that sound like the parent wants to be on a throne somewhere?… 
“perhaps… perhaps I shall grant your request… I just want to see if you please me or not…” We have to save our children 
from such things. Please. Let's all get together… let's talk. Tis is not some 19th century… in the past… stuf… Tis… in 
various forms… is an on-going nightmare our children are experiencing… – P.S.] You should grant this “perhaps,” however, 
only occasionally and not always, but when they repeat a request, having been forbidden to, you should never grant it. – If 
they have a distaste for certain foods, determine whether these foods are of common or rare variety. If the latter is the case, you
need not take great pains to combat their aversion; in the former case, see if they would rather go hungry and thirsty for a time
than eat that to which they have an aversion. When, after abstaining for a time, they do partake of nourishment again, mix the
despised food with others without their knowledge; if it tastes good and agrees with them, use this fact to persuade them they 
have been in error. If vomiting or other harmful bodily symptoms result, say nothing, but see if secretly adding the food in 
question will help their bodies gradually become accustomed to it. If this is not possible, then your attempts to coerce them 
will be in vain. If you have discovered, however, that the reason for their aversion is a fgment of their imagination, attempt to 
remedy this by making them go hungry for a considerable period or by other methods of coercion. Tis will be more difcult 
to accomplish if children see that their parents or those who take care of them show aversion to this and that food.…

If parents or caretakers are unable to take medicine without grimacing or making woeful complaints, they must never let the 
children see this but rather must frequently pretend they are making use of these vile-tasting medicines that the children may 
have to take someday. Tese and other difculties will usually be overcome if children become accustomed to perfect 
obedience. Te greatest problems are presented by surgical operations. If only one is necessary, say not a word about it to 
young children ahead of time, but conceal all preparations, perform the operation in silence, and then say, My child, now you 
are cured; the pain will soon be gone. If more than one than one operation is required, then I have no general counsel to give 
as to whether an explanation should be given in advance or not, because the former may be advisable for some, the latter for 
others. – If children are afraid if the dark then we have only ourselves to blame. In their frst weeks of life, especially when they
are being fed during the night, we must occasionally extinguish the light. Once they have been spoiled, this condition must be 
cured little by little. Te light is snufed out; after a time is it reintroduced, then again after a longer time, fnally after more 
than an hour. Meanwhile, there is cheerful conversation and the children are given something they like to eat. Now there is no
light at all any more; now they are led by the hand through pitch-dark rooms; now they are sent into these same rooms to 
fetch something agreeable to them. But if parents and caregivers are frightened of the dark themselves, then I have no counsel 
for them except to use deception. [Basedow (1773), quoted in Rutschky]

[“150802publicprivatepartners.mp3”:]

Deception seems to be a universal method of control, even in pedagogy. Here too, as in the political sphere, ultimate victory is 
presented as “the successful resolution” of the confict. [No matter how much blood is spilled in the process… no matter the cost of
so many souls lost… I've noticed in the tracking of me a broad public (USPS…  AC Transit… PG&E – these are trucks and other
vehicles used repeatedly over and over… too frequent to be coincidence – Berkeley Fire Department and Public Works – and City 
of Berkeley vehicles in general… maybe the buck should stop with that Mayor Tom Bates… I think we got us a closet-totalitarian 
there… and it doesn't seem he's in the closer anymore… East Bay Paratransit… for instance – when I asked one frefghter why 
they were parked in that particular location with the truck's hazard lights fashing… he replied that they had been dispatched 
there…) - private (UPS… FedEx… Waste Management… Penske Truck Rental… [AT&T and Comcast go without saying…] 
and lots of smaller businesses' vans or trucks…) a broad public – private partnership is going on… Te level of coordination and 
cooperation across various government departments… and between public and private… the fact that so many people could be 
mobilized so instantly and easily (using the technology that we all created… and that we need to get free…) – this can be done 
simply because all humans under 'class' are subject to hierarchical organization ('hierarchy' has got the whole world structured for 
the beneft of 'power'… of 'rule'… and as money can buy anything – they set it up that way – they can buy top-spots for days… 
and when they own the top-spots… they own the lot… as they have no end of cash… hoarded specifcally for this moment – that 
being so… 'hierarchy is not something we can allow in our… we-the-people's… story…) the fact that all humans are organized 
hierarchically is due… most fundamentally… because a few were told… or told themselves… a story called 'Scarcity'. It goes like 
this: “Tere is not enough for all… only 'the best' deserve to be fed… only 'the best' deserve to be rewarded…” Tis is the 
Abandoned Child's story… who set of on a quest… to 'prove' the 'truth' of Scarcity…  this story he was told… and to 'prove' 
himself deserving…

Tis is the only story we living under 'class' have ever been told – even 'Marxism' is but a version of it – it's never been discussed… 
all the 'disciplines' are based on it… because the entire scam by which 'power' rules depends on it… that to get free we must 
challenge it… I believe is obvious… – P.S.]
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[“150802platonicorder.mp3”:]

Similarly, self-control must be demanded from one's charge, and in order to learn it he must be made to practice it. Along 
with this as Stoy explains very nicely in his encyclopedia, goes teaching him to observe himself, but without spending time 
before the looking glass, so he will recognize those faults he must devote his energy to subduing. Ten, too, certain 
accomplishments are expected of him. Te boy must learn to go without, must learn to deny himself things, and must learn to 
be silent when he is rebuked, to be patient when something disagreeable happens. he must learn to keep a secret, to break of 
in the midst of something pleasant.

Moreover, in the case of practicing self-control, fortitude is required only in the beginning. “Success breeds success” is a 
favorite adage of educators. “With each victory, the power of the will increases and weakness of will wanes until it is 
vanquished entirely… [Later Alice will quote Hitler saying something similar: “My pedagogy is hard. What is weak must be 
hammered away. In my fortresses of the Teutonic Order a young generation will grow up before which the world will tremble.
I want the young to be violent, domineering, undismayed, cruel. Te young must be all these things. Tey must be able to 
bear pain. Tere must be nothing weak or gentle about them. Te free, splendid beast of prey must once again fash from their 
eyes. I want my young people strong and beautiful. Tat way I can create something new.” – Tat sums up the way the 
'power'-guys look at the youth – I think in our good-heartedness we have missed the degree to which these behind-scenes 
'power'-mad-few – and one gift of this quite surreal aftermath to my writing and speaking out about the quite obvious 
immorality of training us to see as 'normal' the commodifcation of our human energy… has been learning to what extent 
hidden-totalitarians… Plato's Tribesmen and perhaps subscribers to Hitler's philosophy… have been insinuating themselves 
throughout 'society'… keeping their secrets… playing their false parts… to fulfll the demands of their fathers… to realize 
Plato's vision… – P.S.]

…We have known boys to become so angry that they were beside themselves with rage, as the saying goes, and just a few years 
later have seen them become the amazed spectators of outbursts of rage in others, and we have heard them express their 
gratitude to those who trained them. [Enzyklopadie… quoted in Rutschky]

If this feeling of gratitude is to emerge, conditioning must begin at a very early age:

It is hard to go wrong if one bends a sapling in the direction in which it should grow, something that cannot be done in the 
case of an old oak…

Te infant is fond of something he is playing with that amuses him. Look at him kindly, then smilingly and very calmly take it
from him, with a light air, replace it immediately, without making him wait long, with another toy and pastime.…

[How like its 'taming of a beast'… the contempt 'power' shows to its 'least'… is this training given… to its progeny… 
Contempt for one's own progeny exposes a deep self-hate… – P.S.]

[August 2, 2015 show ends here.]
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